First neutron data recorded at the V20 Test Instrument utilizing prototype chopper systems and beam monitors planned for ESS
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Abstract – The main objective of the European Spallation Source (ESS) is to perform consistently high impact neutron scattering science using the highest neutron flux of any facility in its class. This ambition is naturally accompanied by operational challenges related to the vertical integration of the instruments’ hardware and software shared between collaborators from 13 European countries. The present work will detail integration tests performed at the V20 Test Instrument at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin in Germany. An ESS chopper prototype was successfully controlled through the ESS Chopper Integration Controller (CHIC) and Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS). Neutron data were successfully collected and time stamped using neutron beam monitors, the ESS prototype detector readout electronics and the Data Management Software Center (DMSC) data acquisition (DAQ) software. Chopper rotation events were timestamped and the chopper disk showed excellent stability and neutron absorption characteristics. The test resulted in (i) the expected time-of-flight (TOF) response, (ii) collected data that compared well with instrument reference data and (iii) revealing the diagnostic power of the performed integration tests. The results of this integration test validate the ESS chopper and detector DAQ architecture choices.

Introduction. – The European Spallation Source, a European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC), is a multi-disciplinary research facility based on the world’s most powerful neutron source with a vision to enable scientific breakthroughs in research related to materials, energy, health and the environment, and address some of the most important societal challenges of our time [1,3]. The ESS will reach higher flux and longer pulse length compared to other neutron research facilities. In order to meet the needs of the diverse scientific areas, 16 neutron scattering instruments are currently foreseen in the baseline instrument suite. It is expected that the instruments, spanning over 3 instrument halls, requiring in total ca. 150 choppers and complex neutron detectors amongst other components, will introduce operational and technical challenges not previously seen in neutron scattering facilities. These include the software for high data rate acquisition, analysis, visualization and archiving as well as maintenance and integration of the state-of-the-art hardware provided by in-kind collaborators from 13 European countries.

Unlike reactor sources and short pulsed spallation facilities, virtually all instruments at ESS will be equipped with chopper systems [2]. Neutron choppers are devices designed to periodically interrupt the neutron beam for a well defined duration. A neutron chopper operates as a form of “high speed” mechanical switch or filter for neu-
tronics [4]. It has two stable operating states: Open and Closed, and Transition states (opening/closing). Individually or in groups the neutron choppers can be configured to perform a number of functions to condition neutron beams for scientific uses. Depending on the type of instrument, a chopper system can be configured to produce the needed distribution of neutrons as a function of time.

Neutron detectors are devices collecting the charge induced by the neutrons via neutron interaction in a specially designed converter material [5]. There is a large variety of neutron detectors that will be used at ESS [6-12].

In this work proportional wire chamber type Beam Monitors (BM) were used [13-15] in order to demonstrate the vertical integration. With the help of read-out electronics and software [16], BMs can be used to record the intensity of the neutron beam as a function of time. Beam monitors are an essential component of the instrument suite and are vital input for reliable scientific investigations and functioning of the instrument. They are invaluable in monitoring the facility’s performance and verifying satisfactory operation as well as helping diagnose problems at a neutron instrument.

These type of BMs are not designed to detect the entire neutron energy distribution via the concept of the time-of-flight [17]. Placing two BMs at known positions of the neutron path allows to record the arrival time of a sample of the ensemble of the neutrons passing through the first BM and second BM respectively. This information results in an indirect measurement of the energy of the neutrons, as shown in Eq. 1 where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the neutron, $h$ is the Planck’s constant, $t_2, t_1$ the time stamps from the BMs, $m$ the mass of the neutron and $L$ the distance between the two BMs:

$$\lambda = \frac{h(t_2 - t_1)}{mL}.$$  

This relation is fundamental to the operation of neutron time-of-flight instruments.

In order to efficiently employ time-of-flight neutron detectors, including BMs, as well as other devices that require accurate timing and synchronization to the pulsed neutron source, such as chopper systems, ESS has designed a modular controls and read-out architecture (Fig. 1). Instrument components are located at the lowest level. Through standardized interfaces (detector read-out, detector slow control, chopper control, etc.), these layers become exposed to the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS, [18]) backbone through Control Boxes (CB server). CBs fuse slow control information, time referencing and time stamping functionality. The timing system is centralized across the entire facility, providing a documented resolution of 11.357 ns based on a 88.0525 Mhz master clock [19]. By taking any multiple of the master clock, each device can be given its own customized clock. For example the accelerator produces 14 bunches of protons per second, i.e. the repetition rate of the ESS source [2].

The top layer served by EPICS are the scientific user interfaces and ancillary functionalities provided by Data Management and Software Centre (DMSC). These final but important layers are allowing the data acquisition [20], the event formation [21], the instrument control, the data reduction [22], monitoring, scientific data analysis and data archiving.

Fig. 1: ESS Controls and Readout System Architecture [19].

For the purpose of testing novel neutron methods as well as hardware and software solutions that are relevant for future instruments, ESS is operating a dedicated neutron time-of-flight test beamline (the V20 Test Instrument) at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin.

The main aim of the documented herein test, from now on referred to as the HZB test, is to demonstrate functioning vertical integration of (i) the Chopper Integration Controller (CHIC) [23], EPICS control on a fully functional chopper prototype (ESS Chopper Prototype), (ii) time stamping and referencing in order to assess chopper phase and neutron monitor stability compared to each other and (iii) the detector read-out with the help of the DMSC data aggregation and file writer. The ESS functions utilized by the HZB test are shown in the Fig. 1 marked by the red square.

**Implementation of the test system.**

**Experimental setup.** The control system architecture utilized in the HZB test, performed at the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin research reactor using the V20 Test Instrument [21-25], is shown in detail in Fig. 2. The reactor provides a continuous stream of neutrons that are moderated by the cold neutron source and transported by neutron guides to the first chopper set (Source Pulse Choppers), see (Fig. 3). The beam of neutrons is shaped by the Source Pulse Choppers. The Source Pulse Choppers are used to produce neutron pulses of approx. 2.86 ms length at a repetition rate of 71.4 ms, which mimic the behavior...
of the ESS neutron source. The pulse obtained right after the Source Pulse Choppers is shown in Fig. 3 (compare to experimental data in [21, 26]). Due to the different neutron velocities contained within the neutron pulse right after the Source Pulse Choppers, a spread of the pulse is observed before reaching the ESS Chopper Prototype, see Fig. 3. Finally, the ESS Chopper Prototype transmits neutrons of selected energies according to the openings and phase of the disk with respect to the Source Pulse Choppers (Fig. 3). The collection of neutrons after the ESS Chopper Prototype allows the verification of the chopper, detector, data acquisition and timing reference and timestamping system.

Chopper system. The configuration of the V20 chopper system used in these tests is composed of the Source Pulse Choppers, the Wavelength Band Choppers and the ESS Chopper Prototype. The V20 Wavelength Band Choppers were employed in order to prevent overlap between the slowest and fastest neutrons of two consecutive pulses. The Source Pulse Choppers and Wavelength Band Choppers are synchronized to the timing system via a TTL output signal and monitored only in terms of speed and phase through the timing system. The ESS Chopper Prototype (Fig. 3) contains a disk with an outer diameter of 175 mm and was operating at a frequency of 14 Hz. The size of the beam opening on the ESS Chopper Prototype is 25x25 mm. The disc is made of aluminium alloy (6082 T6/T651), coated by an epoxy/B$_4$C layer on both sides with the total thickness of 3.5 mm. The ESS Chopper Prototype dimensions are a factor of 4 smaller than the choppers expected at ESS, but its functionality is completely identical to normal sized choppers.

The integration of the ESS Chopper Prototype at the V20 Test Instrument is shown in Fig. 3. Unlike the Source Pulse Choppers, the ESS Chopper Prototype not only communicates with the timing system, but also CHIC which is a controller unit for translating chopper manufacturer’s specific data to a standardized common language for EPICS communication. The ESS Chopper Prototype controller is based on a Beckhoff PLC (Programmable Logic Controller [28]) and divided into two cpu cores. One core is dedicated to controlling the phase and the speed of the chopper, and one core is dedicated for communications between the CHIC and EPICS layer using Modbus TCP/IP [29]. The ESS Chopper Prototype drive terminal is an EL7211 and the motor is a Beckhoff AM8121. CHIC also verifies the correct chopper function through condition monitoring (motor temperature, voltage, current, vibration and overspeed are monitored).

**EPICS and timing system.** The EPICS framework accesses the lower level controllers for individual hardware components at ESS [30, 31]. The ESS EPICS Environment (EEE) is a deployment system including a synchronised repository of EPICS modules across ESS and its in-kind partners. Recalling Fig. 2 both choppers are connected to the chopper drives. In the case of the ESS Chopper Prototype the drive is controlled from EPICS through CHIC. EPICS commands such as start, stop and polling of data are sent from EPICS to the CHIC which reads the values from the ESS Chopper Prototype drive and sends back the data to EPICS. Both chopper drives are controlled by the timing system reference signal while at the same time each chopper disc revolution is time stamped using a top dead center sensor in the form of the TTL signal [33]. The timing system then provides and gathers information from EPICS. An EPICS forwarder (separate component) delivers information to Apache Kafka, a software platform used for building real-time data pipelines and streaming applications. Kafka is then directly providing information to the NeXus file writer, which saves the data to disk [35].

Detector system. The BMs used in the experiment are Multi Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) filled with $^4$He gas. The Front Monitor is produced by the Microntron company and the Back Monitor by ORDELIA with an efficiency of ca. $10^{-4}$ [13]. Both monitors were connected to ORTEC 142PC preamplifiers and the output signal was connected to an 855 Dual Spectroscopy amplifier with 1 µs shaping time. The amplified signal of the Front Monitor, Back Monitor and the timing system was connected to the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) described in Fig. 2 as the Control and Timing demonstrator [36]. The DAQ is a four channel system containing a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPG) unit (Xilinx Kintex Ultrascale KU040) on a commercially available Avnet Development Board [38]. The ADC (Analog to Digital converter) used for the DAQ is a Linear Technologies 2174 chip on a commercially-produced Open Hardware Design FMC-ADC-100m14b4cha board [39]. The DAQ is a four channel system, that digitizes the output from the shaper. The Integrated Controls System Division (ICS) developed a centralized absolute timing system which uses a so-called master clock to distribute the absolute time to a number of timing receivers. In this test, a prescalar of 2 is applied to the 88.0525 MHz ICS master signal. The samples are timestamped by a local counter which is also synchronous to the ICS master. The resulting data is packaged into standard UDP datagrams and forwarded to the Event For-
Fig. 3: Cartoon demonstrating the evolution of the signal in the HZB experimental setup: a) the incoming neutron counts from the moderator, b) the signal after the Source Pulse Choppers (with period 71.4 ms) c) the signal just before entering the ESS Chopper Prototype (smeared due to the neutron velocity) d) the signal right after the ESS Chopper Prototype. The y-axis (I) in all cases represents intensity in arbitrary units. The figures are conceptual; the x-axis is not to scale.

Fig. 4: CAD Drawing of the ESS Chopper Prototype prototype by Mastercam CAD software [27].

Fig. 5: ESS Chopper Prototype detailed system integration diagram.
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Fig. 6: ESS Chopper Prototype detailed system integration diagram.
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Fig. 7: Cartoon demonstrating the evolution of the signal in the HZB experimental setup: a) the incoming neutron counts from the moderator, b) the signal after the Source Pulse Choppers (with period 71.4 ms) c) the signal just before entering the ESS Chopper Prototype (smeared due to the neutron velocity) d) the signal right after the ESS Chopper Prototype. The y-axis (I) in all cases represents intensity in arbitrary units. The figures are conceptual; the x-axis is not to scale.

Fig. 8: CAD Drawing of the ESS Chopper Prototype prototype by Mastercam CAD software [27].

Fig. 9: ESS Chopper Prototype detailed system integration diagram.
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Fig. 10: Cartoon demonstrating the evolution of the signal in the HZB experimental setup: a) the incoming neutron counts from the moderator, b) the signal after the Source Pulse Choppers (with period 71.4 ms) c) the signal just before entering the ESS Chopper Prototype (smeared due to the neutron velocity) d) the signal right after the ESS Chopper Prototype. The y-axis (I) in all cases represents intensity in arbitrary units. The figures are conceptual; the x-axis is not to scale.
rate of the V20 Test Instrument at ca 2.5 Å and the data agree well with previously published data [24]. The collected data in the time-of-flight spectrum were aligned with known reference data recorded at the V20 Test Instrument. When compared to previous published data from the V20 Test Instrument at HZB [24], the ESS Chopper Prototype phase accurately followed the reference ESS source pulse. Fig. 8b (experimental counterpart of Fig. 3d) shows the neutrons after being modified by the ESS Chopper Prototype. The figure shows a collection of data sets from five different chopper phase settings indicated with different colours. The first data set was recorded using a chopper setting that had an initial phase aligned with known reference data recorded at the V20 Test Instrument [24] with respect to the ESS source pulse. Subsequent data sets were recorded by using settings that were increased by a phase offset of 5 ms. Since the chopper has two openings, two transmitted pulses per ESS period per chopper setting were observed. The width of each of the produced pulses is a convolution of the chopper opening time and the dimensions of the beam before the chopper. Due to the fact that one opening is two times larger than the other opening, one can observe that the full width at half maximum of the wide pulses (chopper settings 1-3) are approximately two times as large as the narrow pulses of the same settings. The ratio is not exactly a factor two because of the finite size of the neutron beam. The reason that chopper setting 4 and 5 produce only 1 pulse is because the 180 degree pulse counter part is in the location of the phase space in which there are no neutrons.

In order to validate that the ESS Chopper Prototype functionality was as expected, the outgoing beam of the chopper was normalized with the incident beam to examine the distribution of the transmitted neutron frames. The respective peak intensity of the wavelength frames transmitted by the ESS Chopper Prototype corresponds satisfactorily to the incident beam (Fig. 5).

As a further diagnostic tool and to check the overall accuracy of our test architecture, the time-of-flight spectra were simulated using analytically calculated opening and closing chopper times (see Fig. 6). This was convoluted with the incident time-of-flight (before the chopper) resulting in a good agreement between simulated and experimental data within the statistical error.

The neutron absorption of the boron coating was checked by calculating the ratio of the peak transmission to the transmission of the chopper in its closed position (see inset of Fig. 9). The measurement is statistically limited due to the low neutron counts. The absorption coefficient is close to 100%.

**Conclusion and Outlook.** Neutron data were successfully collected and time stamped using the proposed ESS neutron beam monitors and the ESS prototype detector readout electronics. The detector data were converted to neutron time-of-flight and analyzed. The test resulted in the expected TOF response before and after the ESS Chopper Prototype and compared excellently with instrument reference data, underlying the successful interplay of all utilized hardware and software. Moreover the results of these tests demonstrate the diagnostic power of the testing procedure and the need for realistic control integration platforms. The results of this integration test validate the ESS chopper and detector DAQ architecture choices. Finally, the test was fundamental in helping the groups work together in different stages of instrument planning, integration and commissioning in preparation for ESS operations.
Fig. 8: Measured count rate distribution vs time at the: a) front monitor just before entering the ESS Chopper Prototype, b) back monitor and c) monitor overlay.

Fig. 9: Overlay of the experimentally measured neutron count rate before the ESS Chopper Prototype, analytically calculated chopper transmission normalized to the measured neutron count rate and the reference paper data expected before the ESS Chopper Prototype. The inset shows the neutron count rate of the third chopper opening (the third peak on the main panel).
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